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Sarah and
WINTER
2019Bill Richey provided our Register with one of the most

exciting
and well
National
Register
ever experienced.
I sincerely
hopeplanned
everyone had
a terrificMeets
holidayour
season
and has
In the mail recently you received an event schedule,
The three
day
event
was
filled
with
good
old
southern
Kentucky
charm and
you are now working overtime in your garage preparing feature car announcement,
and a registration form for the
hospitality.
that MMM treasure for our upcoming National Meet in

Bowling Green National Meet. Fill in your registration
Bowling
Green,
Kentucky,
June
19-22,
2019.
Sarah
&
Bill
form
make
your
hotelfortunate
reservations
and send
We were blessed to have 68 members in attendance.
Weand
were
also
most
to have
Mr.to Sarah.
Richey have pulled out all the stops to make this our,
I look
forward
to seeing
all ofDirector
you withofyour
Peter Cook, Overseas Director of the MG Car Club UK and Mr.
Adam
Sloman,
Managing
the pride
Register' s most spectacular National Meet ever!!
and
joy
for
three
days
of
fun
and
companionship
in
MG Car Club UK in attendance to participate in our National Meet.
I want to introduce Casey Duncan as our new Web
Green.
The event kicko$ party was on Wednesday evening with anBowling
exquisite
barbecue in Bill’s car barn with all
Master! Casey brings to our Register overwhelming
decorations focused on his MMM cars and his work shop which is attached to their estate in Bowling
experience in software engineering as he is a world wide
Green, Kentucky. Sarah’s choice of the catering was perfect— all the food home cooked with a
consultant in his field. Casey also is the owner of a Cheers,
Southern flair.
beautiful J2 which we will enjoy at our meets for years to Jack
come. Casey is on the right with the guys at Kimber House
Thursday morning was our car show which had to be relocated inside the convention center due
in Abingdon, England during our Beaulieu trip last
to some
fierce thunderstorms.
Nineteen
September.
Jack Schneider will
continueoutstanding
his duties as MMM
our cars were on the floor with five other MGs in
attendance. Really a great show! After lunch we all headed to the Holley Carburetor Factory for a very
Register Treasure. Jack is on the left in the photo below.
interesting tour. Tom Wilson, one of our outstanding MMM members then entertained us with his
presentation of how to restore 11 MMM cars at the same time. Tom’s journey to restore these cars is
quite exciting and sounds like a monumental task of skill and coordination! Go for it Tom! Topping o$
this great day was our Register’s traditional “Bibulous Gallimaufry” dinner at The Montana Grill with
fabulous food, entertainment by Mr. Peter Cook and prize drawing conducted by Sarah and Bill Richey.
Friday was another outstanding day beginning at The Chevrolet Corvette Factory test track where
we were permitted to drive our MMM machines several laps of this challenging track. Also, at the test
track was a highly sophisticated go-cart track which was most challenging for many of our members.
After that exciting event we moved on to the National Corvette Museum which is highlighted by the giant
sink hole that a few years ago swallowed some very valuable Corvettes. Many of us had lunch in the
Museum Diner inside of the Museum. The last driving event was a Funkhana in the hotel parking lot.
Challenging but lots of fun. Also, for those who did not wish to run the Funkhana, a wine and cheese
party took place in the hotel. The awards dinner Friday night was held at The Federal Grove restaurant in
a beautiful 1800s Southern mansion. This restaurant was most magical with dinning in the living room
and adjoining rooms. Major storms were forecast for the evening so all of us traveled to the dinner in
modern cars. Our food was superb and as dessert was being served the storms moved in and knocked
out the power. Out came cell phone lights until the restaurant was able to light candles so we could finish
our dessert and present event awards by candlelight. What a real treat to end our National Meet with a
candlelight dinner.
Sarah and Bill, you really did show us the best of Southern hospitality of Kentucky. It was a first
class North American MMM Register National Meet.
I sincerely want to invite our entire membership to join your Register next June out here in
Colorado. Our 2020 National Meet will be in conjunction with the MGA Register National Meet in
(Left
to Right) “Pikes
MG Guys,
JackOrSchneider,
Rich Weiskopf,
Orrell,scenery,
Jack Kahler,
Casey Duncan
Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
Peak
Bust” Beautiful
cars, John
beautiful
beautiful
friends, so
plan now to visit the Majestic Rocky Mountains June 1-5 and join the fun! Event details and registration
information will be provided very soon via newsletter and our website.

Cheers, Jack
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NEW MEMBERS

By thisI reflect
time, most
of you
renewedyear it has been
As we wind down the driving season for 2019,
back
on have
the great
your
membership
for
2019.
However,
for the NAMMMR. Our annual national meet was a tremendous success, despitethere
the are still a few still
not renewed. You know who you are. I hope no one was
inopportune rain interrupting our car show. But the organizers, Sarah and Bill Richey, pulled out
offended by my periodic reminder emails, but for every renewal
all the stops and moved
event inside one of the
next together,
door. We
Robthe
Ellis
thathalls
comesininthe
afterconvention
I start puttingcenter
the directory
I have
had a nice Aukland,
sampling ofNew
cars, including
Bill
Bollendonk's
recently
acquired
KN
in
K3
dress.
to revise the members pages. This takes extra work and delays
Zealand
the publication. This year, I am simply going to go ahead, so

J4311
For me personally,
it was a year of mixed feelings.
the
to andwill
from
Bowling
those whoOn
have
nottrip
renewed
be listed
as “Membership
Lapsed”.
Green, we blew 2ñ tires
The reason was purely due to neglect of their age. So,
ó ó ó onó ó theó ó trailer.
ñ
Many of you have noticed and joined the Triple-M Forum
word to the wise: observe the date code on your tires
- be it on the trailer or on your cherished
and the associated documents. This web site is ably put
Benjamin
Hertzog
Triple-M car. A fresh set of tires could save your life.
together by Nick Feakes (an ex-pat Brit living in Florida) and
Houston, TX

is sponsored by the MG Car Club Triple-M Register. It

My side business of manufacturing and selling
LED
for many
British cars,
contains
an conversions
unbelievable amount
of information,
including
2M0586
most meet
workshop
manuals forIowa.
the Triple-M
models, various
had its best year ever, especially at the MGA national
in Dubuque,
As an added
ó ó ó ó was
ó ó ó awarded
ñ
documents
andthe
diagrams,
copies of
some of the early club
bonus, my Airlineñ Coupe
a first place
trophy in
Other British
class.
“MG magazine”, and the complete compendium on the J2 put
Stephen & Jeanne Spaw
by theMG
late George
Jarrard.
It also The
is thelucky
way you can
Only just today, I have concluded the sale together
of my 1936
PB Airline
Coupe.
see and update your own personal information and that of your
Culver,
IN
new owner is in Japan, so with mixed feelings and
20ityears
of ownership,
will
soon
car.almost
Not least,
is the best
marketplace ofwe
used
and
spare parts
J3541
see it depart these shores.
you are looking for or have to sell. If you haven’t visited or
joined the site, I encourage you to do so. You may find the site

It is curious to me that few people are aware that you can access theat:
largest repository
http://www.triple-mregister.org
of information anywhere on Triple-M cars and their ownership via the Triple-M web site and
I know it's early and even I
database hosted by the UK Triple-M Register. All you need to do is go to www.Triplehave not yet signed up, but
MRegister.org. You will need to register, but that only takes a moment. You may
also access
the own
remember
that our
worldwide database of cars and can change your own details and request orTriple-M
submitannual meet is in
June
in along
Bowling
information and photographs of your car. There is often historical information on file
withGreen,
Kentucky. I hope you are
the summary of the factory file on your car. Send me an email and I will guide you on getting
planning to attend. More
access,
details were mailed along
with your renewal forms, but

Finally, just a reminder that the annual membership renewal period is can
fastalso
approaching.
be found on the
Register
webthe
sitedues
at:
At the beginning of December, I will be sending out renewal forms and asking
you for
http://www.nammmr.org.
for 2020. I ask again, PLEASE, review the form and correct and complete ALL fields. In the
We continue to add new
past, most of you have neglected to supply details such as the state and license
plate The
number
members.
latest is
on your car.
Benjamin Hertzog, after
receiving his father’s M-type.

Lastly, (I promise), please join me in welcoming our newest members:So please join me in welcoming
our newest members.

Paul and Marion Summers of Chesterfield, Missouri. The Summers own
a prettyLew
blue MOctagonally,
type 2M0973 (which you may have seen at GOF Central 2019).
Octagonally,
Lew
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Say!nara, Airline Coupe….

Effective February 2019
Treasurer’s Report, e$ective October 9, 2019

I have recently completed the Register

renewal policy to encourage quicker action by members to
Income Statement for 2018. We renew for 2019. That test has proved very successful, as Lew
budgeted to end the year with a positive $450.00 after all Palmerí s report will state.
expenses had been paid.
The reduced dues amount affects us with less overall
We are nearing the end of another successful
year income
with our
Register.
During
the year
we I
operating
against
this yearí
s budgeted
expenses.
During 2018 we designed new regalia items and invested
havesum
hadinto
ouranusual
expenses,
which
haveThese
been tracking
normally. There
are onlyareas
a few
loose
have trimmed/adjusted
the different
of our
budget to
a modest
inventory
of the new
products.
accommodate
the loweraamount.
In reduced
the end, I dues
estimate to
end business
transactions
to finish
2019. This
year we instituted
policy of
are ready
for immediate
purchase from
Cathyout
Gunderson.
end
2019
with
a
positive
$115.00.
Thatfor
investment
affected registration.
our bottom lineThis
to a was
minorsomething
extent.
early member
very new and financial outcomes were
Theestimated
investment in
wasthe
justattempt
over $1,600.00.
It
proved
to
not
Our
national
event this
year in Bowling
Green, we
KY is our
to once again end the year with
a positive
outcome.
I can report
hurtwill
the be
bottom
line
very
much.
We
have
already
recouped
own private event. This is a first time occurrence in my
successful!
some of that spend.
tenure with the Register. We will keep the finances for this
event
from
the main
annualevent
budget.
the end of
At the endWhat
of thewe
year,also
we were
$870.00 to in
the2019
negative.
did di$erently
was to
runseparate
our own
private
national
inAt
Bowling
event I will fold the outcome into our main
At the
same Kentucky.
time, we hadWe
& established
still have ample
funds in banking
our the arrangements
Green,
separate
to capture the financials,
operating
income statement. Our goal is to have great
checking account to cover the shortfall. During this next
both incoming through registrations and outgoing expenses to operate the event. This was a
year, I hope we can recoup more of this investment as participation from our members, with hopes of having at
more choose
expensive
endeavor
than
usual
as Ifweyour
usually
a GOFcars
Central
for example,
leasttag
25 onto
NAMMMR
in attendance!
members
to purchase
items
from
Cathy.
sharingis expenses.
assumed
a bit
ofisaonly
financial
risk
doing
so of
as we
choice/size
not in stock,We
Cathy
assures us
there
a Let'
s see
lots
us don’t
there!regularly function
shortinwait
to fill In
those
thistime
manner.
theorders.
end, the event was financially successful.
Thank you for your participation,
I have drafted the 2019 Budget. As you are aware, during Jack Schneider NAMMMR Treasurer
In Bowling
we were
fortunate to have MGCC UK dignitaries spend their
2018 the board
adopted aGreen
trial reduced
duesvery
membership
valuable time with us for the duration of our event. It was a great pleasure for us all to meet
Adam Sloman, MGCC General Manager and Peter Cook, MGCC Overseas Director. Peter &
Beverly Thornley also attended the entirety of our event. Wonderful conversations were had
with all present! Our Register was in the proper position to pay for the accommodations for
these esteemed guests of the NAMMMR.

Now onto 2020! We have exciting plans for the Register next year. For our national event
we will be joining the North American MGA Register (NAMGAR) for their Annual event GT-45, in
Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 1-5, 2020. More information will be found further in this
newsletter.

Thanks for your participation,
Jack Schneider
NAMMMR Treasurer
britjack@comcast.net
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I’d like to introduce myself as your new MMM Register webmaster. After
many years of taking good care of MMM web matters, our own Jack Schneider asked for
someone else to take the reigns. That someone else turned out to be me.
I came to the Register via our other famous Jack: Jack Kahler. I met Mr. Kahler as a
member of the Colorado chapter of the New England MG T Register. Perhaps ironically I am
actually originally from New England, but I digress. As it happens the TC I owned, and still own,
was really just a toe in the water for what I really wanted: a proper pre-war MG. Jack advised me
not to rush into things and take my time, however listening was (and still is) not my strongest
virtue, just ask my family! In short, a lovely J2 found me, followed me home, and here I am.
As for the web site, you may remember earlier this year that Jack S. reported a change to
our hosting provider, and that the old site had been moved, but was, to put it mildly, “out of order.”
Since the formatting of the site was specific to our old, now defunct, web provider, my job was to
sort it all out into something usable again. The web site has now been redesigned from the ground
up, with a fresh layout, while keeping the spirit of the original design intact.
As part of the redesign, I wanted to make the site more usable on the wide variety of
mobile devices we all now use, as well as regular old computer screens. The new site uses a
“responsive design,” which means it adapts to di$erent size devices and screens automatically.
Use of this design technology makes our site even more accessible to people interested in our
organization, as well as MMM cars in general. You can see this in action by viewing the site in
portrait and landscape mode on your phone by rotating the screen, or by resizing the window on
your computer to make it very wide to very narrow.
If you haven’t had a chance to see the new site, please take a look! Some features include
the Bowling Green national meet recap, revamped regalia page, a “for sale” section, the members’
cars page, and much more. As always, we’d love to add your car to the site if it isn’t already listed.
Send me an email if you have any questions, feedback, or items to post.
http://nammmr.org
Safety Fast!
Casey Duncan
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Next you need to open up the front plate to accept a
You will need to fabricate a new line from the filter to
larger fitting. The fitting will come with the filter kit. It the new fitting you installed in the front case. See Photo 6.
will specify the correct tap size. New fitting installed in
Photo 5.
Also shorten up the line that sends oil to the head. ( small
line on the left) Photo 7.

ANDRE
HARTFORD
SHOCK
RESTORATION

The restoration of the shocks on our
MMM cars are fairly straightforward.
The first step is to dissemble the
shock by backing o$ the pointer nut.
Second step, remove the center
bolt.
Make sure to lay out the parts as
The original bottom plate should be checked for
you flatness.
disassemble.
Take
a photo
to
It may need
to be
surface ground
or lapped.
helpThen
you akeep
the assembly
order
hole must
be cut to match
the output of the
pumpSee
to filter.
correct.
Photo 1, right.

The threads on the filter are 3/4" by 16 TPI.

The second style oil filter I have used is very similar. (red
one in last photo). It only has one
oil outlet instead of two compare
thecareful
first filter.not
Youto
willoversize
need to
Next, drill out the three rivets from the center arm of the shock.toBe
add
a
“T”
fitting
to
split
the
oil to
the holes when drilling them out.
feed the block and head.

The wooden disks, if in good shape, can be cleaned up with a mild solvent.

One last thing I did was to install

When the disks are dry, put them in a bin with either boiled linseed
oil3/8"
or BSP
neatsfoot
oil.spea union
X 1/2" BSP
cial
early
Morris
pump.
This
Let them soak until you feel they are well impregnated. The next step is to sandblastwill
all the
let
me
use
the
later
style
supply
rust o$ of the steel parts. Do not do the brass cups. Instead, use a mild solvent to clean
line. You can see it in Photo 1..
them.
S&V # 2585
Green pump
camesand.
from Bob
Now the tedious part begins. Prime with a two part high build primer.
Then
This may
Grunau
(Canada)
take several applications to complete. If the pitting is very deep, a two part putty can be
Red from Sports & Vintage (UK)
used to smooth out the part.

With all the imperfections gone, we are ready to paint the parts. I use a single stage
automotive paint for the body of the shock. For the small parts, I use spray paint.
I do not paint the inside of the shock—this is the area that the wooden friction disk rides
on. Once the parts are painted, let them dry a few days to give a harder surface.
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Next you need to open up the front plate to accept a
You will need to fabricate a new line from the filter to
larger fitting. The fitting will come with the filter kit. It the new fitting you installed in the front case. See Photo 6.
willriveting
specify theofcorrect
tap size. New
fitting
installed
in
The
the center
is the
next
step.
Photo 5.
Also shorten up the line that sends oil to the head. ( small
Photo
2.
line on the left) Photo 7.

Most likely, you will need to deepen the
countersink to fit the new rivets. Do no go
too deep. It is better to grind o$ the extra
than weaken the ring. It is best to put a
13/16 filler in the hole to stop the parts
from shifting when you rivet them.
Final assembly is next.
Assemble In this order: center bolt, locking
tag,The
spider
spring, rubber seal, shock absorber with wooden disks, name-disc, rubber
original bottom plate should be checked for
seal,
spider
spring,
washer,
pointer
nut. on the filter are 3/4" by 16 TPI.
flatness.
It may
need tospring
be surface
ground or
lapped. arrow,
The threads
Then a hole must be cut to match the output of the
pump to filter.

The second style oil filter I have used is very similar. (red
one in last photo). It only has one
oil outlet instead of two compare
to the first filter. You will need to
add a “T” fitting to split the oil to
feed the block and head.
One last thing I did was to install
a union 3/8" BSP X 1/2" BSP special early Morris pump. This will
let me use the later style supply
line. You can see it in Photo 1..
S&V # 2585
Green pump came from Bob
Grunau (Canada)
Red from Sports & Vintage (UK)

Next you need to open up the front plate to accept a
You will need to fabricate a new line from the filter to
Each
model
shock
will
have
a
di$erent
order
and
style of parts.
larger fitting. The fitting will come with the filter kit. It the new fitting you installed in the front case. See Photo 6.
will specify the correct tap size. New fitting installed in

The
replacement
parts I used came from Vintage
& Classic
Shocks.
had
some
Photo
5.
Also shorten
up the line
that sendsThey
oil to the
head.
( small
line
on
the
left)
Photo
7.
parts for the shocks on my MG D that the other MMM suppliers did not handle. With a
little searching you should be able to find all the replacement parts you need to
restore your original shocks.
Here is a little info I found online to help as a starting point:
Setting the torque on the friction centre nut/bolt is more by trial and error. However,
we are able to suggest initial torque settings of:
502S - 16 to 19lbs for vehicle weight 600kg to 1000kg,
506S - 23lbs for vehicle weight over 1000kg,
502M - 16 to 19 lbs for vehicle weight 1250kg to 1500kg,
506M - 23lbs for vehicle weight 2000kg.
Set the pair of units to the same torque, then take the vehicle for a run and make adjustments (the
same
to both
units)
to either
or checked
slacken for
the unit to suit the ride required.
The
original
bottom
plate tighten
should be
flatness. It may need to be surface ground or lapped. The threads on the filter are 3/4" by 16 TPI.
Then
a hole mustFeel
be cutfree
to match
the output
of the The second style oil filter I have used is very similar. (red
Any
Questions
to contact
me.
pump to filter.
one in last photo). It only has one

Gary
Technical Coordinator

oil outlet instead of two compare
to the first filter. You will need to
add a “T” fitting to split the oil to
feed the block and head.

One last thing I did was to install
a union 3/8" BSP X 1/2" BSP special early Morris pump. This will
let me use the later style supply
line. You can see it in Photo 1..
S&V # 2585
Green pump came from Bob
Grunau (Canada)
Red from Sports & Vintage (UK)

NAMMMR Restoration Tool Loaner Program

Need a specialist tool for your MMM car restoration?
Gary Krukowski has started a tool loan program for club members. More
photos and items will be listed shortly on the club website. If members
happen to have any surplus specialist tools they would like to contribute
to the inventory, please contact Gary. Loans will be made for short term
projects. Some items are heavy, so please be sure to cover Gary’s
shipping costs, as wells as return shipping.
Contact Gary at: garykrukoski@yahoo.com
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Bob and Sonya Sterling in their 1934 MG NA
NA0412 DPF5.

Jack Schneider exercising the 1932 MG
J2 (J2023 LV1162)

Above: Dennis and Crystal Klemm’s
1931 MG M-Type UF7439 in the queue
for the show.
Left:
Hank Rippert's well prepared (and
campaigned) 1951 MG TD.
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Lower Right: Vintage RAC mascot/badge from
Jack Schneider's 1932 MG J2 (J2023 LV1162)
was mounted on the radiator of the J2 at 1933
Donington Park race.
Below: A little help from his friends: James
Hester gets a push in his M-Type from the
parking lot to the indoor show (1930 MG M-Type
2M1996 SC8173).

Above:
Mark and Heather Evenchick's 1932
MG J2 (J2497 MG2176)
Right:
Reed and Linda Yates’ 1935 MG NB
(NA0855 JAS922) and
Bill Bollendonk's 1935 MG
KN/K3 (KN0332 AER774) waiting for
laps at NCM Motorsports Park.

Above: Cars are set up inside for the
show.

Below: Lew and Darlene Palmer's 1934 MG
PA (PA1169 TJ9368) is carefully positioned
on the show floor.

Congratulations to Lou Louchios, above, !
(1935 PA Airline Coupe PA1811 MG3084), !
Winner, Best of Show"

Left: Work in Progress - Mike Jansen’s 1932
MG M-Type 2M3415 RX9979 (frame only); The
restoration started in 2014.

Murals, dioramas, mannequins in period costume
and special memorabilia transport you to “back in
the day.” Above: 1932 MG J2/J3 J2366 is
equipped with a Volumex supercharger."

Clockwise: Bill and Sarah Richey’s fabulous
garage became the MMM event center; The
Richey’s 1933 MG J2 (J2488 OD6616); Tom
Wilson presents on how to restore 11 MMM cars
at one time; Guest Speaker Peter Thornley
explains the family history at the works.

Clockwise: Bill Richey and Bill Bollendonk discussing details of the radiator surround on
Bill’s 1953 MG TD (TD23545EXLNA); Crikey, its the Rozzers! Bill and Sarah Richey's 1933 MG L1 Police car
(L0263 TJ1032); Bob Grunau's 1935 MG KN Pillarless Saloon (KN0389 AVB124); This year’s featured car
was Jack Kahler’s 1930 M Type12-12 Brooklands Racer (2M2273); Reed and Linda Yates 1935 MG NB,
(NA0855 JAS922).

North American MMM Register
National Meet ! O"cial Results

This Year’s Award Winners:
BEST OF SHOW BEST M-Type Early years 4 cylinder Late years 4 cylinder 6 cylinder Other MG -

Lou Louchios (1935 PA Airline Coupe)
Jack Kahler ( 1930 12/12 Brooksland M-type)
1st place - Tom Metcalf (1933 J2)
2nd place - Jack Schneider (1932 J2)
1st place - Reed Tarwater (1936 PB)
2nd place - Randy Morgan (1934 PA)
1st place - Bill Bollendonk (1935 KN/K3)
2nd place - Bob Granau (1935 KN Pillarless)
Tom Wilson (MGBGT - Modern Version)
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North American MMM Register
National Meet ! Participants

1930 MG M-Type 2M1996 SC8173, James L. and Alice Hester
1930 MG M-Type 2M2273 12-12 Brooklands, Jack Kahler
1931 MG M-type 2M2735 WM6411, Reinout and Henneke Vogt
1931 MG M-Type UF7439, Dennis and Crystal Klemm
1932 MG J2, John and Hilary Orrell
1932 MG J2 J2023 LV1162, Jack and Kathryn Schneider
1932 MG J2 J2366 J2/J3, Bill and Sarah Richey
1932 MG J2 J2497 MG2176 YY2755, Mark and Heather Evenchick
1932 MG M-Type 2M3415 RX9979 (frame only), Mike Jansen
1933 MG J2 J2488 OD6616, Bill and Sarah Richey
1933 MG J2 J3436 AMA876, Tom and Kathleen Metcalf
1933 MG L1 L0263 TJ1032 Police, Bill and Sarah Richey
1933 MG L1 L0699 MG2949, Je$ Brock
1934 MG NA NA0412 DPF5, Robert and Sonya Sterling
1934 MG NA NA0696 MG3995 SPU316, Richard (Choo Choo) Germano
1934 MG PA PA1169 TJ9368, Lew and Darlene Palmer
1934 MG PA RSM504, Randy and Suzanne Morgan
1935 MG KN Pillarless KN0389 AVB124, Bob Grunau
1935 MG KN/K3 KN0332 AER774, Bill and Greg Bollendonk
1935 MG NB NA0855 JAS922, Reed and Linda Yates
1935 MG PA PA1811 MG3084 Airline, Lou Louchios
1936 MG PB PB0751 MG4646, Reed and Jan Tarwater
1951 MG TD, Hank Rippert
1973 MGB (Black Tulip), Alan and Laura Magnuson
Other Attendees and Special Guests:
John Libbert
Joe and Cathy Gunderson
Joel T. and Sandra Barnett
Peter Cook (MGCC Overseas Director)
David Lawley (Newsletter Editor)
Andy and Suzanne Steinbock
Peter and Beverly Thornley (Guest Speaker)
Adam Sloman (MGCC General Manager)
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Eleven In One Blow!
By Tom Wilson

Most of you know about my project to restore 11 MMM cars all together (an L1, four J2s,
four PAs, two PBs). Here’s an update on progress since I last reported at the July
Bowling Green event:
- Chassis are all cleaned, repaired, straightened, and ready for paint. The last
thing to do before painting is make sure all holes are correct. This involves closing those
holes that are extra and adding any that are missing. Painting will be this winter.
- Front axles in process. These have been sent o$. Steering knuckles are now
getting new stub axles, king pins and bushings. Those should be done and back to me
this winter.
- Instrument restorations are almost complete. The early J2 speedo (the PB
governor type) still needs to be done.
- Bonnets, front splash aprons, gearbox undertrays are all made – those that need
replacing (which is almost all of them).
- The new L1 fuel tank has been completed.
Meanwhile, the two TCs (TC0279 and TC2040) are moving along, slowly but surely. By
the end of October, I should be starting to build the tubs – all the tub wood is cut and the
jigs are ready. Those two MGs need to be completed before I jump in full time on the
MMM project. If the ‘schedule gods’ are nice to me, both TCs will be complete come
Summer, 2020.
Questions, suggestions, parts opportunities are welcome.
Tom Wilson
Kimber Creek Ltd.
11541 Trail Ridge Place
Zionsville IN 46077 USA
phone 317-873-8697
Kimber0251@gmail.com
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Four More
by Bill Bollendonk
In 1999, there was one MG PA along the front range of Colorado. A year later, there were five.
The story of the additional four is the stu$ that car stories are made of. It all started from an
advertisement on the internet that got four members of the Rocky Mt MG T Register all
thinking along the same lines.
It’s really hard to tell how the action to purchase PAs first got started, as it is pretty
convoluted, but it probably had its birth when Jack Kahler sent me an email saying that a
1935 PA was for sale in New Zealand. The car was fresh from a total restoration and Jack
indicated that a picture was available on the internet. My wife, Jeanne, and I were leaving the
next morning for several weeks out of the country and I put the email aside, as I didn’t have
time to look into the matter.
At the same time, Mike Francks had seen the email and sent o$ a reply to Frank Carter, the
owner in New Zealand, asking for details and for the additional pictures. Mike exchanged
several emails with Frank on the subject of the car over the next several days, as Mike was
interested in finding a PA.
Let’s flash back now to several days before when Jack sent me the information that a PA was
for sale. Another member of our club, Don Sass, was exchanging emails with Frank Carter, as
he was also very interested in purchasing a PA. Don asked Frank to fast-track some pictures
to him to aid in his decision process and was anxiously awaiting the mail. Don did not know
that others in the club were also in contact with Frank Carter.
Meanwhile, on the beach in the Caribbean, I was enjoying the sun, sand, great food, a good
book and as much beer as I wanted, when, per chance, I mentioned to Jeanne that a PA was
for sale in New Zealand. I had planned to take the TA there for the MG Rallye 2001 in January
of that year after having had the MG TA in Australia for their NatMeet in April of 2000. Why not
buy the PA in New Zealand and forget shipping the TA? Why not indeed? This discussion
took place at the very end of our island stay, so as soon as we got home to Denver, I called
Jack to find out if he had heard any more about the car. I was told that Mike was waiting for
pictures from Frank Carter and that he was very interested in the car. I immediately called
Mike, and yes, he was still waiting for pictures of the car that had been sent over two weeks
earlier, but Mike did have a single picture of the car he had gotten from the internet. He
volunteered to bring it over to show me.
Meanwhile, at the Sass ranch, Don had received copies of the pictures from Frank Carter and
was contemplating the situation. Since Don was in the market for a PA, he had also asked for
pictures from two other locations and had also received them. So Don had three sets of
pictures to mull over. Not knowing he was in friendly competition with his friends for the Frank
Carter car, Don was taking his time making up his mind.
Mike arrived at my door with the picture of Frank Carter’s PA and I knew at once that, I too,
was also interested. So now, there were two people who knew each other who wanted the car
and Don Sass, who we didn’t know was also interested and out there making up his mind.
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After seeing the picture, I told Mike I would call my friend John Hancock in Auckland and find
out what he knew about the car and perhaps look at it for us. I was on the telephone to John
within the hour and learned that he and Frank were “mates” and that the car was one of the
best PA’s he, John, had seen. The car had been restored by Frank over many years and had
been to the MG gatherings in NZ and taken about all the awards available. Further, John
thought so much of Frank’s work that he had Frank do the body tub on his TA Tickford, which
was then under restoration. Jeanne and I had been to the MG Rallye 1999 in Queenstown the
previous year and had stopped to see John and Brenda on our way home and had seen the
outstanding Tickford bodywork. At that point, I had no knowledge of the forthcoming PA sale.
John’s words were all I needed to hear and I called Mike and passed along the data and said if
he did not buy the car, then I would. Mike said that he was still undecided and he would let me
know what he planned to do the next day.
I was away from home the next evening, but found a telephone message from Mike that he
had decided to pass on the car. I immediately called Frank Carter to ask where he wanted the
money sent. I got Frank’s answering machine and I explained who I was, that I had spoken
with John Hancock, that I wanted to purchase the PA and where would he like the money sent.
Before I could finish the message, the machine cut me o$. We were o$ to dinner and when we
returned, I found a message from Frank saying he had spoken to John and to please call
ASAP.
So, I did and I found that the plot really thickened. Frank explained that after receiving my
strange message about buying the PA with no more details than that, he had called John to
find out who this crazy Yank was. John put him straight that if I said I wanted the car, not to
worry, I wanted the car. There had been about three hours between my first call to Frank and
his call back to me. During that time, after Frank had spoken to John about me, Frank had
gotten a call from Japan also stating, “where do you want the money sent”, but having talked
to John about me before that call, he had decided to honor my call first. So in the span of
three hours, the die had been cast.
So, it turned out that there were actually four people lusting over the PA. Mike and I, who knew
each other were interested; Don Sass, who didn’t know that we were interested; and the wild
card from Japan, that none of us knew, who had shown interest. When I spoke to Frank, he
asked if I knew the other two individuals in the Denver area interested in the car; that was the
first time either Mike or I knew Don was part of the puzzle.
Ah, but the story continues. I wired Frank monies the next morning and he called to confirm
they had arrived at his bank and the sale was complete. In my conversation with John
Hancock, John said that there was another PA available in Auckland and did I know of anyone
else who might be interested. I called Jack Kahler and he called the other owner and made a
deal for the car. So, now there were two PA’s from NZ now owned by two “mates” in Llttleton,
Colorado.

Jack and I were already planning our trip to the MG Rally 2001 in Masterson, NZ when I got a
return call from Don Sass. Don told me that he had purchased a PA in Conn. and that the car
was in transit by shipper. I really wanted to see his pictures of the car and I drove to his home in
Parker, Southeast of Denver to see them.
The pictures Don showed me looked great, and he was very excited about the new car. He also
showed me the pictures of the other PA he had been interested in and I brought them back to
Mike Francks that day. Mike called the owner in Ohio and started a conversation that resulted in
his purchase of the PA. So, in the span of only a few weeks, all four of us became PA owners.
Fast forward to 2019. My PA, PA2015, was sold to a buyer in New York a few years back,
Mike’s PA was passed on to Randy Copleman after Mike’s sudden death, Don’s very handsome
duo-blue car PA is part of his estate, and Jack Kahler’s PA has been to any location where there
is a road that will get it there. I can’t supply any information on the buyer from Japan, but I
hope he found a PA also.

Bill’s PA

Save the Date!

The North American MMM Register 2020
Annual Meet is in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
June 1-5, 2020
In Association with NAMGAR and the MG Car Club, Rocky
Mountain Centre, The North American MMM Register will host its
annual meet in beautiful Colorado Springs, CO. Plan to stay an
extra few days to enjoy all the area has to o$er. This is the ideal
time of year and we couldn’t have picked a better location. Of
course, we are a bit biased.
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It’s already October and we’ve had our first snow here in
Colorado. In order to help you have the best experience during
your visit next year, we thought we’d introduce you to great things
to do and see in Colorado Springs, just minutes from our host hotel.
We’re expected. 150 rooms have been set aside for GT-45 and
O
MMM participants. O#cial
event registration and hotel reservation
information will be announced later this Fall.

Are you a fan of the Olympics? Just in time for GT-45, a
brand new 60,000 SF U.S. Olympic and Paralympic
Museum will be opening in Spring of 2020. This will be
the only US Olympics museum in the United States. The
museum is on the campus of the US Olympic complex,
which includes the United States Olympic and
Paralympic Committee Headquarters, 20+ National
Olympic Governing Bodies, more than 50 National Sport
Organizations, and the Colorado Springs Olympic &
Paralympic Training Center. The USOC Training Center
also hosts tours so you can see where and how our
athletes work towards Olympic Gold. Come watch our
best athletes train for the upcoming Summer Games in Tokyo, starting in July, 2020.
Garden of the Gods - Garden of the
Gods Park is a registered National
Natural Landmark. The park features
dramatic views of 300' towering
sandstone rock formations against a
backdrop of snow-capped Pikes Peak
and brilliant blue skies. This world-class
Visitor & Nature Center and museum is
the most visited attraction in the region
and has all new interactive exhibits. The
park o$ers guided Jeep, Segway, and
electric bike tours as well as daily
adventure programs so you can immerse
yourselves in this amazing place.
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The National Museum of WW II Aviation features a fine collection of 16 vintage
warbirds on site, both working and undergoing restoration. The museum just moved
to a new 40,000 SF facility, which includes an
extensive restoration shop. Tours of the shop and
museum are available.
Among the working aircraft you’ll find a Lockheed
P-38 Lightning, a pair of Grumman Tigercats, a
P-47D Thunderbolt and a North American B-25
Mitchell, similar to the bomber flown by Jimmy
Doolittle in his 1942 raid on Tokyo. The facility also
maintains an archive of more than 3,000 artifacts
from the period.
Military bu$s will also want to pay a visit to the U.S.
Air Force Academy. Enjoy the pageantry of the all hands cadet formation just before
lunch time. A visit to the Air Force Academy Chapel is also highly recommended,
although you’ll have to admire it from outside. It is currently closed for renovation.

Then there’s Pikes Peak. At just over 14,000 feet, Pikes Peak is visible from just about
everywhere in the area. The drive up the mountain is on well-paved roads and absolutely
worth the trip. It’s about as MG friendly as any of the state’s fourteeners, with paved
switchbacks and plenty of turnouts. In an MG, you can expect to be in second gear in
several places during the drive up. The park suggests that you budget three to four
hours for the round trip, plus the time you spend at the top. Alternatives to driving your
own vehicle include guided tours by bus or jeep. Either way, spectacular views await you
during the climb and at the Pikes Peak Summit House.

This is one of six known remaining PB Airline Coupes. Chassis number is PB0560. It was a very early registrant on the MG Car Club Triple≠
M Register bearing register number 11. It was the subject of an 11 year restoration after purchase from the Westminster Car Museum owned
by the late Gerry Goguen. It has all new wooden body frame, is painted in burgundy and champagne colors, and has been the subject of a
complete mechanical and cosmetic restoration. It runs extremely well. The car is in the US.
$150,000

lew@roundaboutmanor.com

https://sites.google.com/site/northamericanmmmregister/for-sale
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